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Arthur Conan Doyle was born the third of ten siblings on 22 May 1859 in Edinburgh, Scotland. His father,
Charles Altamont Doyle, was born in England of Irish descent, and his mother, born Mary Foley, was Irish.
They were married in 1855. Although he is now referred to as "Conan Doyle", the origin of this compound
surname (if that is how he meant it to be understood) is uncertain. His baptism record in the registry of St
Mary's Cathedral in Edinburgh gives 'Arthur Ignatius Conan' as his Christian name, and simply 'Doyle' as his
surname. It also names Michael Conan as his godfather. At the age of nine Conan Doyle was sent to the
Roman Catholic Jesuit preparatory school, Hodder Place, Stonyhurst. He then went on to Stonyhurst
College, leaving in Arthur Conan Doyle was born the third of ten siblings on 22 May 1859 in Edinburgh,
Scotland. His father, Charles Altamont Doyle, was born in England of Irish descent, and his mother, born
Mary Foley, was Irish. They were married in 1855. Although he is now referred to as "Conan Doyle", the
origin of this compound surname (if that is how he meant it to be understood) is uncertain. His baptism
record in the registry of St Mary's Cathedral in Edinburgh gives 'Arthur Ignatius Conan' as his Christian
name, and simply 'Doyle' as his surname. It also names Michael Conan as his godfather. At the age of nine
Conan Doyle was sent to the Roman Catholic Jesuit preparatory school, Hodder Place, Stonyhurst. He then
went on to Stonyhurst College, leaving in 1875. From 1876 to 1881 he studied medicine at the University of
Edinburgh. This required that he provide periodic medical assistance in the towns of Aston (now a district of
Birmingham) and Sheffield. While studying, Conan Doyle began writing short stories. His first published
story appeared in "Chambers's Edinburgh Journal" before he was 20. Following his graduation, he was
employed as a ship's doctor on the SS Mayumba during a voyage to the West African coast. He completed
his doctorate on the subject of tabes dorsalis in 1885. In 1885 Conan Doyle married Louisa (or Louise)
Hawkins, known as "Touie". She suffered from tuberculosis and died on 4 July 1906. The following year he
married Jean Elizabeth Leckie, whom he had first met and fallen in love with in 1897. Due to his sense of
loyalty he had maintained a purely platonic relationship with Jean while his first wife was alive. Jean died in
London on 27 June 1940. Conan Doyle fathered five children. Two with his first wife—Mary Louise (28
January 1889 – 12 June 1976), and Arthur Alleyne Kingsley, known as Kingsley (15 November 1892 – 28
October 1918). With his second wife he had three children—Denis Percy Stewart (17 March 1909 – 9 March
1955), second husband in 1936 of Georgian Princess Nina Mdivani (circa 1910 – 19 February 1987; former
sister-in-law of Barbara Hutton); Adrian Malcolm (19 November 1910–3 June 1970) and Jean Lena Annette
(21 December 1912–18 November 1997). Conan Doyle was found clutching his chest in the hall of
Windlesham, his house in Crowborough, East Sussex, on 7 July 1930. He had died of a heart attack at age
71. His last words were directed toward his wife: "You are wonderful." The epitaph on his gravestone in the
churchyard at Minstead in the New Forest, Hampshire, reads: STEEL TRUE BLADE STRAIGHT
ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE KNIGHT PATRIOT, PHYSICIAN & MAN OF LETTERS Conan Doyle's
house, Undershaw, located in Hindhead, south of London, where he had lived for a decade, had been a hotel
and restaurant between 1924 and 2004. It now stands empty while conservationists and Conan Doyle fans
fight to preserve it. A statue honours Conan Doyle at Crowborough Cross in Crowborough, where Conan
Doyle lived for 23 years. There is also a statue of Sherlock Holmes in Picardy Place, Edinburgh, close to the
house where Conan Doyle was born.
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From reader reviews:
Tony Edwin:
Book is written, printed, or outlined for everything. You can realize everything you want by a e-book. Book
has a different type. As we know that book is important factor to bring us around the world. Alongside that
you can your reading talent was fluently. A book His last bow will make you to end up being smarter. You
can feel far more confidence if you can know about every thing. But some of you think that open or reading
some sort of book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they could be thought like that? Have you
seeking best book or ideal book with you?

Stephanie Carlton:
Reading a publication can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like
reading book thus. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a e-book will give you a lot
of new facts. When you read a guide you will get new information due to the fact book is one of a number of
ways to share the information or their idea. Second, examining a book will make a person more imaginative.
When you reading through a book especially fictional book the author will bring you to definitely imagine
the story how the characters do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to some others. When you
read this His last bow, it is possible to tells your family, friends as well as soon about yours publication.
Your knowledge can inspire the mediocre, make them reading a guide.

Patrick Pierce:
A lot of people always spent their free time to vacation or perhaps go to the outside with them family or their
friend. Were you aware? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just watching TV, or perhaps
playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity here is look different you can
read the book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent 24 hours a day
to reading a e-book. The book His last bow it is extremely good to read. There are a lot of people who
recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. When you did not have enough space to
bring this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book from the smart
phone. The price is not to cover but this book provides high quality.

Maria Swensen:
You can obtain this His last bow by visit the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it could
possibly to be your solve difficulty if you get difficulties for your knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are
various. Not only by simply written or printed but can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era
similar to now, you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose
your ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.
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